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Protection above all else

Damage limitation and workplace safety are primary objectives met by all our 
products, but wide ranging protection characteristics ensure we have the right 
protection materials for even the most demanding of projects.

An extensive range of ame retardant protection materials are held in stock for fl
immediate despatch worldwide. We invite you to draw upon our expertise to 
identify the right protection for your next project.

ADHESIVE TAPES

Flame retardant, clean-peel or 
waterproof... whichever xing tape fi
is used, failure can leave a surface 
unprotected so, when it absolutely, 
positively has to stay in place, we 

stick with our tapes.

ADHESIVE PROTECTION FILMS

Quickly and easily applied to 
protect from dust, dirt, spillages, 
light tra c, scuffs and scratches ffi

then simply removed without any 
residue to leave your clean 

surfaces ready for inspection.

BUBBLEWRAP

Light, exible this is the ideal way fl
to provide cushioned wrapping 

and protection for fragile or 
awkwardly shaped xtures,  fi
furniture and equipment.

CORREX  BOARD®

An extremely versatile uted fl
protection board, market-leading 
Correx  is available in a range of ®

thicknesses, weights and sizes to 
meet all requirements.
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ALLPROTECTTM

This strong but exible impact fl
resistant non-woven’s residue-free 
adhesive reverse means it can be 
applied to and formed around 
horizontal and vertical surfaces 

without the need for tape.

BUBBLEBOARD

Bubbleboard demonstrates great 
multi-directional rigidity, strength, 
load bearing capability and impact 
resistance yet remains light, clean 

and easy to cut to shape.



EMBOSSED POLYTHENE

The embossed pattern on these 
rolls of polythene sheet enhances 

the protection and safety 
performance provided to corridors 

and work areas.

POLYTHENE SHEET

Different grades and formats 
provide great versatility. This can 
be used for walkway protection, 

wrapping bulky equipment, 
covering large areas or dust 
containment in work spaces.

RUBBER MATTING & TILES

Durable ribbed rubber matting 
provides hard wearing protection 

of walkways while heavy duty 
interlocking tiles provide excellent 

anti-slip deck protection and 
landing pads.

SMOKE CURTAIN FABRIC

This NATO Approved silicone 
coated glass fabric is strong, yet 
flexible enough to be fabricated 

into high performance permanent 
fit smoke barrier curtains and 

equipment covers.

FLOORLINERTM

This technically advanced self-
adhesive non-woven fabric range 

offers easy to apply non-slip 
cushioning and liquid protection 
for vulnerable oors, stairs and fl

other surfaces.

EDGE PROTECTION PROFILES

Pre-slit for easy application, this 
range of foam pro les provide fi

immediate impact protection to 
door frames, doors, handrails and 
the vulnerable corners and edges 

of nished surfaces.fi

REINFORCED SHEET

Scrim reinforced tarpaulin fabric 
provides a weatherproof barrier 

with superior strength for 
containment, covering and 

scaffold applications.

WELD FABRICS

Woven glass bre fabrics offer fi
optimum performance. Technical 
coatings and laminates further 

enhance performance to protect 
personnel and environments 
during welding and hotworks.

CUSTOM PROTECTION

Custom-designed die-cut boxes 
manufactured from Correx  ®

provide quick and efficient 
protection for high volume items 
and superior bespoke protection 

for high value equipment.
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For Shipyards and Marine Outfitters, completing newbuild and 
refurbishment projects on time, within budget and with no 
setbacks is absolutely imperative, as delays can incur stiff penalties 
for contractors and operators if vessels aren't delivered or returned 
to service on schedule.

When undertaking any work onboard, it makes practical and 
financial sense to protect the ship’s structure, fixtures and fittings to 
reduce the risk of accidental damage and resulting time and cost 
implications of unexpected repairs, cleaning and making good. 

At Temprotech this is exactly how we help. 

We supply a range of flame retardant protection materials that 
meet the exacting demands of Marine and Offshore markets 
during outfitting, refurbishment and repair. With over 17 years 
experience, we are proud to have supplied protection materials to 
some of the most prestigious cruise ship and superyacht projects, 
the most technologically advanced Naval vessels and very latest 
Offshore platforms.

Protecting surfaces, people and assets illustrates to stakeholders, 
owners and operators an enhanced commitment, awareness and 
responsibility from tender through to project completion. 
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